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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 

7-26-2019 How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation;
Marry 4 MD Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! Aim to inspire! If
you’re serious about life in 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars Nobel. Back to School
Shopping Made Easy get the Bone Saw Blood Money Prince Salman to buy every
student in the USA who is not from Saudi Arabia or Qatar a Mac Book Pro @
$8,384 with USA's 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors. 

Mayor of NYC must have a MD degree! We Just Changed History of NYC 

7-26-2019 goFundMe# Ambulance USA with better life saving ratings than Qatar
and Saudi Arabia Ambulances and free! Paris hit a high of 41 degrees Celsius (105
Fahrenheit) on Thursday, and life-threatening, record-breaking temperatures were
expected across the Continent. # of Ambulance calls and did the rich Oil Men who
are going to rebuild Notre-Dame pay for these Paris Ambulance rides @ 105 F
when -254 C GE turbines with super conductivity would give all Paris A/C. Qatar
has A/C and free Ambulance. Not Paris Oil Men's Culture! 
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7-26-2019 Amazon the last 3 months; $63.4 billion in sales in its latest quarter,
up 20 percent from the same period last year. Profit for the quarter was $2.6
billion $$$ 

7-26-2019 How much is a Nobel in Medicine Worth to Amazon... 

7-26-2019 Politicians Tackle Surprise Bills, but Not the Biggest Source of Them:
Ambulances" By SARAH KLIFF and MARGOT SANGER-KATZ Sarah and Margot at
the NY Times must wonder why Bill and Melinda Gates never picked up the tab for
Ambulances with their Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation... a war crime! 
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7-26-2019 1 Trillion volts amps watts on the 2019 Ford WindillCAR's with the
Monkey Accessory 'Fly Zapper' for those in In the jungles of the Ivory Coast. To
illuminate the role played by the flies, future research may involve marking many
more of them and tracking how they may move among groups of primates.
Eventually, Dr. Gogarten and his colleagues hope to sketch a map of the jungle and
the organisms that travel through it, from monkeys to flies to the bacteria
themselves... Star Wars Future will have Windmill Drones with huge fly zappers
flying a GPS route between the fly and the Monkey family with the sound of
zapping flies far from human ears, grin. Dr. Gogarten one day making a fly with a
dot the next day with a fleet of Windmill Drone Fly Zappers and fewer diseases
caused by fly's. 

7-26-2019 Bill Clinton is still selling Burger's with bacon and Cheese in Key West
as the cause of Armstrong's blocked 2 arteries was censored in this NY Times
article on purpose!! (along with the Margaretta's, grin.) Did Armstrong drink? 

7-26-2019 Armstrong's heart, the circumflex and the right coronary artery, were
blocked completely. “You can’t put a stent in an artery that is completely
occluded,” Dr. Mack said — at least, it could not have been done a few years ago.
With advanced techniques, it can be done now by some expert surgeons. 

7-26-2019 How do you get the YouTube and Seri to make all surgeons the
'Expert's' who can all do it? 1 Click Amazon after Jeff Besoz needs it asap. 
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7-26-2019 The blockages Mr. Armstrong had were probably not going to kill him,
Dr. Mack said, but they do result in chest pain, also called angina. So treatment
was not life-or-death; it was a quality-of-life issue. That raises questions about
whether Mr. Armstrong should have been rushed into surgery. 

Before you are rushed to brain surgery call a Saudi Prince for advice... 

 

Before you are rushed to brain surgery call a Saudi Prince for advice... 

7-26-2019 Go back to work Jeff... call the GF. 1 Click Amazon Rx order for the
boss. There is an alternative to bypass surgery: medical therapy, which means
trying to treat the condition with drugs. The medications that alleviate angina
include nitrates that widen coronary arteries, beta blockers that slow the heart
and calcium channel agonists, which also open arteries. 
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7-26-2019 Star Wars Medical School the parent company of the West Point
Medical School. Admirals and Generals in the same boat as Armstrong were not
written up for the Stats at Walter Reed Army Hospital in this review of how and
why Armstrong died on the table. The point the Doctors made was got to the most
productive biggest Hospital in the world, don't check into the small town hospital
that does 50 heart surgery's a month but the one's that do 50,000. One thing
censored and probably classified is the Saudi Prince who had Heart surgery the
same day Armstrong did and is at the Qatar Trump Casino today. VIP is who has
the money and connections, as the Price asked the other prince who did the heart
surgery, Armstrong didn't ask. Yale New Have must now do more heart surgeries
to be the vigilant not to tear out the pacemaker wire or to have Siri alert the
nurse when she does with Star Wars Siri. Extremely rarely, surgeons said. At the
University of Michigan Hospital, which does thousands of open-heart surgeries
annually, tamponade occurs once every several years, Dr. Haft said. It is so rare
that medical staff may not look for it. 

7-26-2019 “You have to have a team that is prepared to look for it,” he said. 

7-26-2019 Express Temps or Labor Ready Temp Nurse not in this article... "when
a nurse or other staff member tugs on one of the pacemaker wires, it tears the
heart surface and causes bleeding. That usually occurs because the wire was
stitched on too tightly, or someone pulled too hard" 

7-26-2019 Do patients always die if wire removal causes bleeding? No — it is very
rare, surgeons said. Patients should be rushed to the operating room, where
doctors stop the bleeding and suction out the clots around the patients’ hearts —
or even use their hands to remove them. 
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7-26-2019 1,150 cardiac surgery programs in the United States, he noted. Many
perform fewer than 100, or even 50, bypass operations a year, while major
medical centers may do several thousand. Outcomes are generally better there. 

7-26-2019 Bill Clinton is still selling Burger's with bacon and Cheese in Key West
as the cause of Armstrong blocked 2 arteries was censored in this NY Times
article on purpose!! (along with the Margaretta's, grin.) Did Armstrong drink? 

7-26-2019 chest pain, also called angina. So treatment was not life-or-death; it
was a quality-of-life issue. That raises questions about whether Mr. Armstrong
should have been rushed into surgery. Three major arteries feed blood into the
heart. In Mr. Armstrong, the most important, the left anterior descending artery,
was not blocked, according to records received by The Times. The other two, the
circumflex and the right coronary artery, were blocked completely. Causing the
pain we call Angina. Now we who are reading this and get chest pain know better...

7-26-2019 Trump Doubles Down on Failed Cuba Policy. The Cuban autocracy
remains a nagging reminder of United States impotence in rooting out Communism.
Nobel in Medicine Police is get the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks that
cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days with a Pink Latte at Starbucks. 8,000
Cuban MD's are in Sweden at the King of Sweden's Palace working on iMac's at
$13,384 Each with 18 Core Intel CPU up grade from their Win 10 and Chrome
book at $180 each, grin. And they have a IBM Super Computer called Summit that
cost $500 million. Not Trumps Nobel in Medicine he walked out on with Kim not
smoking. " And other authoritarian powers, like China and Russia, are more than
willing to throw even just a bit of economic help, and lots of anti-American
ideological support, which didn’t exist during the post-Cold War Cuba period.
Christopher Sabatini, a lecturer at Columbia University’s School of International
and Public Affairs and a nonresident fellow at Rice University’s Baker Institute, is
executive director of Global Americans, a think tank. Chris knows about the King of
Sweden hiring 8,000 Cuban MD's to work on a Nobel in Medicine out of his Palace
in Sweden. 
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7-26-2019 12 of the 17 cycling fatalities happened in Brooklyn. Art of the
Diagnosis by a MD is not on the mind of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plans... Mayor of
NYC must have a MD degree! 

Paris on Thursday handing out water, and City Hall introduced restrictions on cars
because of air pollution. More than 90 percent of Japanese and American
households have an air conditioning system; fewer than 10 percent of Europeans’
have one. In Germany, the figure is below 2 percent. 

Infants left in hot cars and homes must die at a high rate... You would think the
NY Times would have looked this up. by Iliana Magra reported from London, and
Elian Peltier and Constant Méheut from Paris. Reporting was contributed by
Keerthana Annamaneni from Brussels; Melissa Eddy from Berlin; Raphael Minder
from Madrid; Palko Karasz, Claire Moses, Megan Specia and Richard Pérez-Peña
from London; and Joshua Barone from Bayreuth, Germany. 

7-26-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 at every New
Haven Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects, 1,001
Nobels in Medicine on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors. New Manhattan
Project. Pink! Recipe crunched from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Will
Gina hack these Rx Recipes? Will 100,000 Nuke Scientists at Los Alamos crunch
them for a Rx Pink Starbucks Latte! Yes! 
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California to reduce tailpipe pollution; Will Gina help hack the 2019 Ford
WindmilCAR? 

7-26-2019 A Navy SEAL Platoon Is Pulled From Iraq Over Misconduct Reports,
Navy Admirals and Marine Generals are charged with war crimes for selling gasoline
to the USA. 

7-26-2019 One Trillion Volts, Amps, Watts... zap the Bill and Melinda Gates
Mosquitos, grin. Water bugs too. The department added that “there is no means to
eliminate this amoeba from freshwater lakes.” Fantasy Lake Water Park, which
centers on a six-acre, man-made lake, Naegleria fowleri enters the body through
the nose, it can migrate to the brain along the olfactory nerve. Then, it can begin
to destroy brain tissue. The technical name for the infection is primary amebic
meningoencephalitis. How many volts to zap it? 

7-26-2019 How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation;
Marry 4 MD Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! 

7-26-2019 Bone Saw killers who gassed millions to death since Jimmy Carter in
1980. $ Pay or Die, MS-13 and 18th Street gangsters want to run Honduras.
Cutting off American aid isn’t going to stop them. Who is going to be the Hero who
stops Prince and King Salman from getting into Heaven? 

7-26-2019 CCTV cameras everywhere; What to believe in the NY Times! "Epstein
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Is Found Unconscious in Jail Cell" 

7-26-2019 Diagnosis that wins a Nobel in Medicine for the end to his crime of
passion, murder of a man over a woman’s affections; P. Rajagopal, who founded
Saravana Bhavan, one of the largest South Indian vegetarian restaurant chains in
the world. By Amie Tsang. Amie wrote up the article about his life not the act of
murder and the poor women left out of the article all together. Editors of the NY
Times must be MD's into Star wars Diagnosis of the crimes of passion they write
about then we will get better diagnosis on Kim and Iran Missiles fired every other
week until wars break out. 

 

7-25-2019 100,000 people work for Coors; The King of Sweden can hire another
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8,000 Cuban MD's to work on a Nobel in Medicine to rid the world of alcohol in a
Rx Recipe or Rx Perfume. For Years, Alcohol Was My Only Comfort. Then It
Nearly Killed Me. “If you lived my life, you would drink, too.” I knew I was an
alcoholic, but under no terms did I want to do anything about it. By HEATHER
KING 

7-25-2019 Sabotage!! Pink Rx Latte Cure for Breast Cancer by - Mueller, As he
Defends Inquiry and Warns of Russian Sabotage... of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's! 

7-25-2019 "The Real Meaning of ‘Send Her Back!’ To Before: the Times before
they lost the Cure for Cancer in Vietnam 

7-25-2019 Trump wants to kill 10 million in Afghanistan, only way to win the war.
Trump said the same thing in Vietnam and Korea. 

7-25-2019 Finding Mercy among so many 'Trump's' 'Bush's' 'Marine Generals who
can only win the war by killing 10 million in Afghanistan... Vietnam, Korea! After all
these Massacres the troops have Hell Shock learning about the 12 Trillion Galaxies
and Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Yes we will make contact with Aliens in our life time,
Trumps to after his heart surgery or heart transplant, grin. 
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7-25-2019 Mercy Hospital Key West!! Yale Key West Medical School Towers, 25
of them and 25 Hospital Ship that must dock a few of them at a Tower in Key
West... bombed by the Navy in 2011 and 1980 on orders from Jimmy Carter. 

7-25-2019 Trump wants to kill 10 million in Afghanistan, he has killed 10 million
Pink women with breast cancer... with no Rx Recipe Cure for the Starbucks Pink
Latte 

7-25-2019 New York City to Consider Banning Sale of Cellphone Location Data -
Her Ex Outside across the street beeps on her iPhone GPS locator... cops arrest
her for using her GPS tracker Data. 

7-25-2019 Trump Says Breast Cancer Is ' Horrible' Dr. Mueller MD Was
‘Horrible’ not testifying about the Horrors of Breast Cancer, even in Moscow. Putin
will not mention the Horrors of Breast Cancer in Moscow in General conversations
or with Generals. By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and LOLA FADULU Robert Mueller,
Caught in the TV Spotlight... "Breast Implants Linked to Rare Cancer Are Recalled
Worldwide" By DENISE GRADY Coors is linked to many more breast cancers and
not recalled, why? 

7-25-2019 12 of the 17 cycling fatalities happened in Brooklyn. Art of the
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Diagnosis by a MD is not on the mind of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plans... Mayor of
NYC must have a MD degree! 

7-25-2019 Joy Rides on a Ford WindmillJet Ski from NYC to Key West. Kayakers
fear them. Commercial captains hate them. But once a year, the Jet Ski Invasion
takes over New York’s waterways for a couple hours of controlled chaos. 

 

7-25-2019 Joy Rides on a Ford WindmillJet Ski from NYC to Key West - Ford
WindmillHouse Boats will change the Culture of House Boats sitting docked 24/7 to
Ford WindmillHouse Boats on the winds to NYC every summer for the Heat Wave. 

7-25-2019 Brain Damaging Mentality of Skateboarders; "A Security Worker
Confronted the Skateboarders. He Ended Up With Brain Damage." $ Ambulance
charge someone must pay and half his brain was cut out in the OR. Looking into the
future we can all see 100's of brain damaged cops AND skateborders fighting it
out in front of the IBM, Google, Microsoft Office buildings. 
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7-25-2019 Everybody Hates the Key; people who carry around 25 to 100 keys all
day long looking for the right key for the lock. Bike riders who know the Bike thief
can cut the cable and lock with many types of cutters wonder about a wire in the
cable that will beep his smart phone... your cable has been cut like Comcast when
you hook up another tv it beeps Comcast you got into the cable. "Everybody Hates
the Key Card. Will Your Phone Replace It?" your Post Office Box key is 1 of the
25 Keys you must carry around every day. Will the PO ever replace all their keys.
Yes! 

7-25-2019 

7-25-2019 

7-24-2019 'Trump's' in Vietnam 1968 talked about killing 10 Million in Hanoi
many, many times. Afghanistan demanded a clarification on Tuesday of President
Trump’s comments a day earlier that he could have had the country “wiped off the
face of the earth” but did not “want to kill 10 million people.” 

7-24-2019 'Bush's' after 9/11 talked about killing 10 Million Moslems many, many
times. Bush's swearing at the sight of the Ford WindmillCAR behind his Texas
Ranch House! 
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7-24-2019 911 Breast Cancer Emergency Calls for a Rx Cure in 1968. Trump
groping breast in 1968. Congress gave final approval to legislation that would
extend lifetime compensation to Women who became ill after the Vietnam War
attacks of Sept. 11, 1968 lead to the defeat of a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. 

7-24-2019 ASK REAL ESTATE "Can I Force My Next-Door Neighbor to Stop
Smoking? In some cases, yes you can." by Ronda Kaysen - Correction NY Times,
No! Not in these Times as Trump sitting with Kim walked out on sanctions on
Tobacco losing a Nobel in Medicine for President Trump! "Can I Force My Next-
Door Neighbor to Stop Smoking? No!! At Miami International Airport, passengers
are permitted to smoke. 

7-24-2019 NY Times editors talk to the Pink Dead from 1968 to 2019 No Way!
They asked 16,000 Readers to Shared Their Experiences of Being Told to ‘Go
Back’ having nothing to do with losing the cure for (Pink) cancers in 1968 Vietnam. 

7-24-2019 Trump; Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD you are hired... "Diagnosis Pink
Manhattan Project" at Los Alamos! 

2002 to 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders at Los Alamos with this 'Diagnosis' Netflix a
Manhattan Project. Diagnosis of the 2002 Ford WindmillCAR driven to Dr. Lisa
Sanders with $7 Trillion from Trump Gas Stations World Wide. Manhattan Projects
with Rich 'Diagnosis' that gets the A-Bomb and does not fire Oppenheimer's, grin.
Click Here for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Director of Los Alamos Manhattan 'Diagnosis'
Project. Video 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/magazine/diagnosis-tv-netflix-lisa-sanders.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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7-24-2019 MD Turning Point. Fireworks, Maybe, but Will Mueller Hearing Be a
Turning Point? Only if Mueller gives up his law degree for a MD. Lawyers have not
desire to win a Nobel in Medicine for the cure of Breast Cancer, None not one
lawyer World Wide, a war crime. Breast Cancer Crisis is for MD's not Lawyers! 

7-24-2019 Mr. Armstrong had undergone bypass surgery in early August 2012,
and his wife told The Associated Press afterward that he was “amazingly resilient”
and was walking in the corridor. But when nurses removed the wires for a
temporary pacemaker, he began to bleed into the membrane surrounding the heart,
leading to a cascade of problems that resulted in his death on Aug. 25. what
happened after he was admitted to Fairfield Hospital, in the Cincinnati suburb of
Fairfield, with symptoms of heart disease. Records do not say why he or his family
chose Fairfield, a community hospital that is part of a larger group of Catholic
hospitals now called Bon Secours Mercy Health, rather than, for example, the
University of Cincinnati Medical Center, a larger academic hospital. Yale Key West
Medical School in Key West. 

7-24-2019 Express Temp Nurse or Labor Ready Temp Nurse... not in the NY
Times. 
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7-24-2019 But when a nurse removed those wires, Mr. Armstrong began to bleed
internally and his blood pressure dropped. Doctors took him to the hospital’s
catheterization lab, where an echocardiogram showed, in one expert’s words,
“significant and rapid bleeding.” 

7-24-2019 None of the MD's going over his death mentioned if pulling the wires
were done wrong... 

7-24-2019 There, doctors drained some blood from his heart, to prevent it from
being pressed and hampered by the accumulated fluid. 

7-24-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR casket for Armstrong so he could drive one in
the Heavens... 

7-24-2019 The astronaut, who avoided the limelight and never cashed in on his
fame, was buried at sea in September 2012. “The decision to go to the cath lab
was THE major error,” The decision to go with the gas engine Ford via Jimmy
Carter in 1980 was the Navy Man's Major Error as if Jimmy Carter was a Yale
Med School Grad instead of the Navy Armstrong would be alive today. So sue
Jimmy Carter and the Navy in a Nobel Prize winning Novel written at the
Hemingway House Writing class in Key West. Watch out for the Navy, across the
street. grin. 
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7-24-2019 Seri "Open his chest Now!! Dr. Salzano told hospital lawyers that after
the bleeding began, Mr. Armstrong might have had a 50-50 chance of survival had
surgeons reopened his chest in the catheterization lab, but that “the patient
became unsalvageable on the way to the O.R.,” case records show. 

7-24-2019 Burger's Bill; Dr. Craig Smith, the cardiac surgeon at Columbia
University Medical Center who performed President Bill Clinton’s 2004 quadruple
bypass, declined to speak specifically to Mr. Armstrong’s case, given that he had
not seen the medical records. 

7-24-2019 Kevin Williams contributed reporting. Kitty Bennett contributed
research. 

7-24-2019 Seri in the catheterization lab's and OR's will be in the next Disney
Star Wars Movie doing a operation again. 

7-24-2019 Lecture in Heart surgery on YouTube going viral, never ever! Marcia
Narine Weldon, a lecturer in law at the University of Miami who specializes in
compliance and corporate governance, said the arguments made by Alphabet to the
S.E.C. for not disclosing YouTube separately “don’t hold water.” “I’m surprised
that the S.E.C. hasn’t pressed it more,” said Ms. Narine Weldon. “It’s a
legitimate question for shareholders given the size of the business.” Thousands of
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shareholders have died from a cardiac arrest waiting for the YouTube IP invention
project video to prevent cardiac arrest. 

7-24-2019 Why Guzzling 12,063 Megawatts Dimmed 12 Trillion Galaxies and the
Gravity Engine Invention by Edison II. 

7-24-2019 Why Trump Guzzling $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Saudi Arabia
and Mecca Dimmed the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA... 

7-24-2019 Alcoholism At 23, F. Scott Fitzgerald — a sudden celebrity with the
success of his first book, “This Side of Paradise” — told the press that his
ambitions were to write the greatest novel of all time and to stay in love with his
wife forever. Fitzgerald died young, at 44. In the years left him, however, he
produced an abiding American classic, “The Great Gatsby,” and never stopped loving
his wife, Zelda. In 1930, Zelda was first hospitalized after a breakdown (the
diagnosis was schizophrenia but there is now a prevalent belief that she suffered
from bipolar disorder) and she would remain institutionalized for much of her life,
dying in 1948, in a hospital fire. 

7-24-2019 YouTube Love Letters between Greg and 4 MD Wife's working on a
Nobel in Medicine... on Kindle! 


